
Descriptive Set Theory
Lecture 16

A strengthening of the 95% Senna is the following theorem,
for which we need some terminology. For a mean, set ASIR
a xtIR, let we device the density of A at x by:
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whether this limit existsor not, so do is a partial
function (R-CO, B. The set of density 1 points of A is
denoted by 11A) i.e.

BIA:= 7xG1R9:dA(X= 1.
By definition, if AEA', Wenda: da' in particula; DCA)=11A).

lebesque differentiation. For
any meas. ACRY A dA are

In particular, A =xDCA).

Just like UCA) in the Bare measurable context, BCA) is a
canonical representative forthe <x-stars of A.



We now define a new-fiver-topology on 19 that turns

Lebesque measurability into Barre measurability.

Det. The Lebesque density topology is the one in which the

open sets are the measurable sale ACIR9 s.f. A181A).
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is Lebesque open.
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Note but it is challenging to prove but this is indeed a topology
beace one has he show let an arbitrary union of Lebegua
open site is still measurable. This is done via a Vitali cover

riny argument.

Note that this hopology contains the standard hopology on

Rd, indeed, *any open
cube (, 5K= C. In fact,

it is strictly finer take
any open

set of remove any wall

set, the resulting at is lebesque open but typically, it
won't be Euclid open. One sees t it's not separable

ctbl set is lobesque open.becare hecouplentofourengrable of not even metriedthe



it is strong Chrpet, i.e. in the following game,
PC has

a

winning strategy:

PI Modston 1, x)
...
⑧

PI Vo V,
where PutsVn = Un af \n5Xn. P2 wins => 1 Vn 18.
The main point is but this game enables running the

proof of Barre category theorem, yielding that strong
Choquet, in fact just Coquet, spaces are Barre

strong Choquet condition + the fact let Lebosque density
topology contains a Polish topology, makes the
poof of the Banach-Mazur Heaven go through,
characterizing Ball measurability for this topology.

Obs. For any ACIR9 TFAE.
1) A is lebesque nowhere dense.
(2) A is X-wall,

(2) A is meager.

Proof. (3) <=> 12). Follows from (1)(R),
(1) => (2). If A is nowhere sense, then its chosee Al



has empty interior. But EC is measurable
so into (AP = AVDCAY = D, but
AYBCAH =EY so Al is well, hence A is hall.

(2) = (i. For any lobesque open of 4, USA is

still lebesque open of nonwall if U is

monnull, 10 A is lebesgue nowhere dense.

Remark. The only well debesque open
at is 0.

Cor. Lebesque wearable acts are precisels the Barre measur

rable sets in the Lebesque density topology.
Thus, the Banach-Maze game will characterize

Lebesque measurability.

Applications to group actions. Let t be a dblup acting on

a Polish space X in a Bowel way, i.e.
if BEX is

Bore) Men W.B is also Bowl FUGM. For a Bonel

measure of on X, call this action ergodic if
every T-invariant Bowel set is either wall or coal.

Here, a at ACX is invariant if .A= A, equivalently,



wall call
*

*is a mion of orbit.
↑

i-orbit

Exagles of actions. (a) PIR with Lebesque measure.
B Rotation of 5 by angle G, i.e. 4ts

sinx by letting I act as the transforme

nation to: s'es', where Tex
is Xoedidi. We think of s

as S0,1), in which case this To
becomes xtmod 1. Tnvened

1) Let (4, 0) be
any Polish space equipped

witha Boral prob measure 5, e.g.
12. 2), there v=pd+(5p)%o
Then for

any ctb) group H, it acts on

x == 44 by shift: for FET, xEX,
8.x== (nolex

One could also define another shift action by

using left multiplication by e, i.e.
0.x== (40mne8'



Meen X is equipped with the power measure

M= ph, we call this action a Bernal shift
or a Bernoulli action.

Obc. Rational rotation, i.e. WhenR, is not ergodic. In fact,

Proof. Thisperiods,
i.e. every orbit is fileat

let 4 == E2M, When Teulna((x)=x AxCS:
⑧ ⑭
g

ox A is invariant under to al MCA) = 2.S -

·
S I
st

Prop. Irration rotation is ergodic
Preef. It was 4. It's an exercise in Euclidean algorithm

to show hot every orbit is dense in S. Now let Ass

be an invariant Bowel monnul will set and we show

that A is call. We'll show that A is 97% of S

By the 99% Lemma low rather its proof) - interval [of length (1%
of that is 99% A. By density of each orbit, we
↓<lengthof IIn f can cover 98% of 5 by disjoint translatesA 1%E

I I of 1. But each translate the I is still-IH 99% A bees A is invariant. Thus,



Sis 97% A

Props Irrational rotation is generically ergodic,
Proof. It's a continuous action at has a dense orbit (in fact

all of Meal. Thus by homework, using the 180% leana,
it is generically ergodic.


